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EARTHQUAKE OBSERVATION AND RESPONSE ANALYSIS

OF SHIELD TUNNEL

by

Takeyasu Suzuki#, Choshiro Tamura約, Hiroshi Maeda###

ABSTRACT

The characteristic behaviors of a shield tunnel during earth-

quakes were I'eCOgnlzed by the observation conducted by the authors･
The response analysis, using quasi-three dimensional ground model,

was executed and its results show good agreements with the obser-

vation.

tNTRODUCTZON

Recent progress ln shield tunnellng　もechnology has enabled us to

excavate and construct a tunnel even under unfavorable condltlon.　A

shield tunnel of large diameter (over 10 meters) has been developed.

工ts usage will be expanded, keeplng pace With the improvement of

traf'fic network.　However, it has not yet experienced a large earth-

quake until now, because Shield tunneling is comparatively a new
method･　Therefore, the establishment of its earthquake resistent

design ls an u工-gent necessity.

･he authors have.been execu?in苧earthquake observat軋,紘) order

to clarify the mechanism Of a selSmlCity of shield tunnels during

ea工,thquake since 1983.　Detalled analyses of data obtained from the

r'ecent several earthquakes have brought about pleCeS Of considerable

lnf-ormatlon.　工n this paper, chaI-aCterlstlc behaviors of- the groun(ラ

and tunnels during earthquakes are introduced.　工n addition, a

response analysis using quasi一七hree dimensional ground model is

carried out, and its results are compared with actual observation.

They show good agreements and the importance of ground modeling

technique was reeognlzed.

OUTLZNE OF OBSERVATION SITE

The observation site is located in

the southern part of-　Yokohama City.

Fig. 1 shows the topography of-　the

observation site･　As shown ln Fig. 1,

alluvial silty clay ls sedimented ln-

between two separate hills of deluvial

mud stone, where a dI-aWned valley is

formed･　The dotted line in this figure

illustrates the boundary of mud stone

at the level of tunnel bottom.　The

shield tunnel is constructed, crossing

the valley at a low angle.　The tunnel

is used for electric power･ cable with

the outer diameter of　5.i meters.　The

tunnel is Composed of reinforced

concrete segments.
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Fig. l Topographical Map

of the Observation Site

Fig. 2　shows the cross section of the observation site.　The
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ground movement is measured by acceleTOmeterS laid under the gTOund･
Each accelerometer is arranged as shown in Fig. i and　2.　The tunnel

behavior ls obser'ved at tunnel seetlons from A through E, and strain

卜efers are installed at eachヲeCtion both in the direction of tunnel
axis and along tunnel inner circle.　The shear wave velocity of

alluvial clayey layer ranges fr･om斗o to　260 m/see., wheI-eaS that of

the deluvlal mud stone layer ls about　750　m/see.

OBSERVATZON RESULTS
-

Since 1983, four major　+

earthquakes out of' the

earthquakes recorded at the

site have been selected for

detailed analyses (see

Table 1).　工n this chapteエー,

the authors introduce the

dynamic behaviors of the

g工'Ound and tunnel due to

the following two charac-

teristic earthquakes.　One

is Naganoken-Selbu Earth-

quake, in which the surf■ace

waNe is predominant. While,

the body wave ls pre-

dominant, in another one,

Chlba一工baragl Kenkyo Earth-

quake.

Naganoken-Selbu

Earthquake

(No. 3　Earthquake)
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Fig. 2　Cross Section of■

the Observation Site

No. Earthq.u8ke NBLme Magrlitude

i. Kanagawa-Yananashi　　6.o

Kenky o

Da･七e Epleentral

Distance (k皿)

8/ 8/83　　　60

2. Torishima. Kinkai　　　7.9　　　3/ 6/8h h50

3. Naganoken-Seibu　　　6.8　　　9/lh/8h　　200

～. chib8.-Zbaragi　　　　6,2　　10/ ～/85　　61

Kenkyo

Table 1 Major Earthquakes

Recorded at the Site
Flg. 3　8hows the

acceleration record near the ground

surf-ace (GL.一1.5　m) and its evolu-

tionary spectr,um (multi-filter

spectrum).　=t can be easily under-

stood taht body wave and surface wave

appear sepaエーate]-y ln ∫-requency and

time domains･　The body wave is pre-

dominant f'rom　30　to　50　sec. andthe

predominant f工'equency ls around

1.5　Hz.　The surf'ace wave appears at

abouわ　4o see. and remains visible

until 110　sec.　The predominant

frequency oil surface wave ls between

O･2　and 0.3　Hz, which is the f'requency

of the suTf'ace wave usually observed

in Tokyo and the vicinity.　After

minute examinations, it was estimated

that this wave is Love Wave.

Fig.斗　shows tunnel axial strains

due to this earthwuake.　The wave

forms are similar to each other and

the tunnel strain or tunnel deforma-

tion due to surface wave is very clear

especially in the latter half part.

Since the epicenter is located in the

direction perpendicular to tunnel

aEis, these strains were consider'ed
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to be generated by Love Wave.

Fig. 5　shows the circular strain distribution when body wave is

predominant.　工n this paper, the clreular stI-aln ls derlned as the

strain of chord (50　cm in length) fixed on the tunnel wall inside of'

each cross section. The symbols　-LL5　to +90, i.e., tunnel positions,

a工'e illustrated ln this figure.　工t can be noted that when the strain

at　+45 is positive, the strain at　一斗5 is always negative and further-

more, the strains at　+叫5　and at　一斗5　are larger than those at　+00　and

+90.　Such strain dlst工'ibutlon means shear vlbratlon of tunnel cross

section due tot'he fir'st mode shear vibration of the ground at the

periphery or tunnel.

Fig. 6　shows the circular str･ain

distribution when surface wave is pre-

dominant.　The f'act that the strains at

the top of' the tunnel　畠re observed to

be the largest means that up-down

deformation of tunnel cross-section is

being occured.　This st工'aln mode

repeats cyellcally with the peエーiod or

Lt sec･ Therefore, this type of tunnel

deformation is most likely caused by

suュ,face wave.

CH工BA-IBARAG工　KENKYO

EARTHQUAKE (NO. 4　EARTHQUAKE)

Flg. 7　shows the gエーOund accele-

ration record in the direction of

tunnel axis.　The acceleTOmeteTS are

installed at depths of GL. -1.5　m,

-5.0 m, -12.6　m, and -29.8　m r･espec-

tlvely.

is ,red｡霊a慧o冨nndi:u慧ag去e 7霊…dyd｡冨…V-e45
not clearly appear even ln the latteエー

half' part.　The amplification of'

aeceleratlons at the ground surface

to the base ground (mud stone) is

about　5 1n this earthquake.

Fig. 8　shows tunnel axial strai

due to No.叫　Earthquake. =n contrast

with Fig.～, strain components with

long periods can scarcely be seen.

工t was noted that the wave forms Of

tunnel axial str'ains are very similar

to those of displaeements ln the

axial dlreetlon or the ground at the

periphery of a tunnel.　As foエー　tunnel

circular str'ains, the strain forms

are very similar to those of ground

displacements ln the direction per-

pendicular to tunnel axis.　And it

was　エーeCOgnlzed that the tunnel

ciI,Cula王' Strain distrlbutlon ln this

乍ase is the same a･s tb shape of Fig･

5　almost all thI一〇ugh the observation

time.

Flg. 9　shows tunnel axial strain

dlstributlon when a wave peak a七
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tunnel section D exists.　Sections

A to E in this figure illustrate

tunnel sections respectively.　A

solid line means the axial strain

measured at shield segment portion.

On the other hand, a dotted line

shows the equivalent axial strain

calculated, following the manner

mentioned in the next paragraph.

As shown in Fig. 9　when the strain

at D Is positive, strain at A Is

always negative, and vise versa.

From the strain distributions, the

tunnel ls estimated to behave as a

elastic ba工' fixed at the both ends,

following the ground movement with

its predominant f■requencles ln the

axial direction.

All the straln一meters used at

the site are　50　eentlmeter long.

At tunnel section D, tunnel axial

strain is measured both on the seg-

ment itself and at the interval

crossing over segment joint.　Thus,

the equivalent axial strain, which

is the average axial strain of

tunnel, is given by the following

equation:

ex,eq･ - cx,Beg;(5r+4)一一一(i)

where}　Exクeq･ ; equivalent axial

straln at section X
ex>seg･; axial stra･in mea-

sured on segment at

section X

r - ed,jt. / ed,see.　---(2)

; strain ratiowhere,冨d,jt. ; axial strain cross-

ing over joint at

section D
edクSeg･; axial strain mea-

sured on the segment

at section D

APPLZCATZON OF EARTHQUAKE

RESPONSE ANA工JYS工S

For the purpose of grasping

the earthquake motion of surface

ground having inf'luences on tunnel>
the adequate modeling for the

ground is needed.　The distribution

of alluvial layer, where a shield

tunnel is constructed, is very com-

plicated in general cases.　There-

fore, modeling both an irregular
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boundary between alluvium and delvium and soil profiles of alluvial

layer is the most important technique, for the response analysis of

a｡,licati｡n ｡f the quasi_tIE霊isiZ:anpstle詰まIthg崇unZ慧e群喜岩co…e芸nby
underground structures ･

the authors, to tunnel axial behavior during No･叫Earthquake at the

site mensioned above･ The input wave is the ground a･cceleration

rec.rded at GL.129.8 m (in mud stone)･

Fig･10 shows a meshJ modeling the ground and tunnel at the slte･

At each intersection of a mesh> a ground mass is laid･ Each ground

mass is inter-connected by springs and dashpots･ The mass is also

connected with the base ground by a sPring> dealing with the first-

mode vibration of a soil pillar･ The spring connection system

between ground masses Can also replaced with FEM･ The damping fa･ctor

used here is 0.05.

mg.ll shows the maximum equivalent tunnel axial strains ob-
tained by the simula･tion･ =n this figure, measured values are also

plotted with a symbol #･ They show good agreements, thus, it is
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Fig･10　A Mesh Modeling the

Observation Sj_te
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noted that the method to model ground and tunnel at the site is

adequate.　The strain ratio r is about　3.0 in this case.　The follow-

ing equivalent axial rigidity (EA)eq., therefore, was used in the

analysis.

(EA)eq･ - (EA)seg･ ♯　　-- (3)

where, (EA)eq. ; equivalent axial rigidity of- a tunnel

(EA)see.; axial rigidity of a shield segment ring

Fig.12　shows the comparison between the axial strains of simula-

tion and those of observation.　The thick line in this figure shows

measured strain and the solid line illustrates simulated strain.

工t can be said that the time dependent response of tunnel axial

deformation is simulated with comparatively good accuracy.　This is

not limited to No.LI Earthquake.　Zn No.2　Earthquake>　where r equals

to　9.0, for example, the conformity was satisfactorily observed as

well.

The method of response analysis proposed here is relatively

simplified.　However', if the gr'ound is correctly modeled, taking its

three dimensional structures into consideration, behaviors of under-

ground structures during earthquakes are possible to be estimated
with good degree of-　precision.

CONCLUSIONS

The characteristic tunnel deformation modes due to both surface

wave and body wave were introduced ln this paper.　By the obser-

vation, fundamental dynamic behaviors of a shield tunnel, when it is

subjected to earthquakes, are considerably clarified.　Zt proved

that tunnel deformation ls caused by the ground dlsplacements at the

periphery of a tunnel.

The quasi-three dimensional ground model waLS applied to this

observation site for a response analysis.　As a　エーeSult, it was noted

that the gr'ound model, taking three dimensional geological structur'e

into consideration, is necessary.

The authors will continue to carry out the observation in order

to confirm the ear'thquake resistability of a shield tunnel during

a large earthquake.
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